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OVERVIEW
London Stansted Airport
has a single runway,
which is aligned in a southwest to north-east direction

The direction of the wind is
assessed at the airport
at ground level
Air Traffic Control also receive reports from air
crew. It is important to note that the wind speed
and direction recorded at ground level at the
airport can vary considerably to levels recorded
at a higher altitude or in other local areas.

For safety reasons, aircraft must land and take off
into the wind, therefore wind direction determines
which direction the runway operates at any given time

Depending on the
operational direction
of the runway it is
referred to as either
Runway 22 or
Runway 04

Most of the
time at London
Stansted, the wind
comes from the
south-west, but can
vary considerably from
month to month and
year to year
<< Back

Runway 22 is in
use approximately
70% of the time
due to the prevailing
wind direction which is
from the south-west

Runway

22

Runway 04 is in
use approximately
30% of the time,
on the occasions when
the wind is coming
from the north-east

Runway

04

Arriving aircraft
must land from
the south-west
Even if the aircraft has come from a northerly
or easterly part of the world, it must go past the
airport and turn so that it approaches from the correct
direction for landing
Departing aircraft must take off
into the north-east – even if they are
heading to a southerly or westerly part of
the world, they must take off in the correct
direction, and then turn to head
towards their destination

Arriving aircraft
must land from
the north-east
Even if the aircraft has come from a southerly or westerly
part of the world, it must go past the airport and turn so
that it approaches from the correct direction for landing
Departing aircraft must take off
into the south-west
Even if they are heading to a northerly
or easterly part of the world, they must
take off in the correct direction,
and then turn to head towards
their destination
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OVERVIEW
London Stansted served
28m passengers in 2019,
making it the fourth busiest
airport in the UK

The airport operates
24 hours a day,
365 days a year

Over a year there are approximately
200,000 flights
to over 200 destinations,
in over 40 countries,
flown by over 20 airlines
and tour operators

During the peak summer
months, the airport will
see up to an average of
600 arriving and
departing aircraft
per day and an
average of 500 in the
winter months

600

Most
popular
country
destination:
Spain
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Top UK destinations:
Edinburgh
Belfast
Glasgow

Most popular
international
destinations:
Dublin
Rome
Malaga
Barcelona
Cologne
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London Stansted offers an
unrivalled European route
network, with the most
European destinations
of any UK airport

Our runway caters for a wide range
of aircraft which include freight,
commercial and private
Over 264,000 tonnes
of air cargo passed
through the airport in the
year 2018

The airport’s economic
contribution to the region
is £1 billion a year

2
At London Stansted over 200 companies
employ over 12,000 people on-site
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WESTERLY OPERATIONS
Departure and arrival flight paths in 2018 on Westerly operations
Departures
Arrivals

One basic aspect of aviation safety
is that aircraft must take off and
land into the wind. Most of the time
at London Stansted, the wind comes
from the south-west. This is known
as a south-westerly wind.
Therefore, because aircraft must
land into the wind, they will usually
arrive from the north-east. To take
off into the wind, the aircraft will
depart to the south-west.
This is known as Runway 22 or
Westerly operations, and accounts
for approximately 70% of flights at
London Stansted.
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EASTERLY OPERATIONS
Departure and arrival flight paths in 2018 on Easterly operations
Departures
Arrivals

At times when the wind is coming
from the north-east
(known as a north-easterly wind),
aircraft will arrive from the southwest in order to land into the wind.
To take off into the wind, aircraft
will depart to the north-east.
This is known as Runway 04 or
Easterly operations, and accounts
for approximately 30% of flights at
London Stansted.
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DEPARTURES
The direction of departures from London Stansted is
dependent on the wind direction.

Monitoring noise of departing aircraft at London
Stansted Airport

Aircraft must take off and land into the wind. Most of the
time at London Stansted, the wind comes from the southwest. Therefore, because aircraft must take off into the wind,
the aircraft will depart to the south-west.

Noise at London Stansted is regulated by the Government’s
Department for Transport (DfT). The DfT have set maximum
noise levels for departing aircraft from London Stansted.

When the wind is from the north-east, aircraft will depart to
the north-east.
See Westerly and Easterly operations factsheet for
more information.
Local procedures
There are a few local procedures that aircraft must follow.
Aircraft should avoid flying over the centre of Bishop’s
Stortford and avoiding Sawbridgeworth and Stansted
Mountfitchet when flying below a height of 2,500 ft above
sea level. Aircraft must also be higher than 4,000 feet 5.67
Take-off noise
People hear and react to noise differently. Noise levels can
also appear different depending on the level of background
noise, such as traffic or the sounds of everyday life.
The same noise can sound different depending on the
weather conditions. For example, wind, high humidity,
cloud and rain can also distort sound. This is why the same
aircraft, flying in the same direction, at the same height, at
the same time of day, can sound very different to someone
from one day to another.

<< Back

Different noise levels have been set for day and night, as
there is more background noise during the day. The
Government’s night-time rules apply from 23:30hrs until
06:00hrs. There is also a ‘shoulder period’ at either end of
the night, with slightly less strict rules. For more information
please see the Night Flight factsheet.
The limits set by the Department for Transport apply at
6.5km from the point on a runway where an aircraft starts
to move in order to take off (known as ‘start of roll’). These
limits are:
When

Times

Noise limit

Day

07:00hrs – 23:00hrs

94 decibels

Day shoulder period

06:00hrs – 07:00hrs

89 decibels

Night shoulder period

23:00hrs – 23:30hrs

89 decibels

Fining airlines

Night

23:30hrs – 06:00hrs

87 decibels

The noise recordings are automatically recorded by the
Noise and Track Keeping System in the Flight Evaluation
Unit at London Stansted. If the level exceeds the limit set by
the Government, the Airline concerned incurs a financial
penalty, regardless of whether or not we receive a
complaint about that departure.

At London Stansted we have eight fixed noise monitors
– four placed at each end of the runway. As the aircraft fly
over these during take-off, the noise levels are recorded in
the airport Noise and Track Keeping System (ANOMS).

The same noise
can sound different
depending on the
weather conditions

All money collected from these infringements is distributed
to the local community, environmental and schools’
projects through the airport’s Community Trust Fund.
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DEPARTURES
Noise Preferential Routes
All jet aircraft and most propeller-driven aircraft departing from
London Stansted Airport follow initial flight paths, known as
Noise Preferential Routes (NPRs).

Therefore, just because an aircraft does not appear to be
following the NPR, it does not necessarily mean it is
doing anything wrong.

The NPRs at London Stansted were set by the Department for
Transport in1989. The routes were designed so that aircraft
avoided flying over the larger populated areas until they had
reached a minimum height. As an airport operator, London
Stansted has no authority to change these routes.

As NPRs are used to provide set routes for aircraft to
follow, it provides a degree of certainty as to which areas
will be over flown by departing aircraft. Track keeping is
taken very seriously at London Stansted and is closely
monitored by our dedicated noise and track keeping
system in the airport’s Flight Evaluation Unit.

As aircraft cannot fly in the same way that a train runs on
tracks, this means that there will be some variation as to where
different aircraft will be within the NPR. This is because all
aircraft perform differently and may be affected by weather
conditions which can cause them to drift to the left or right. It is
for these reasons that each NPR has a
‘swathe’ measuring 1.5 kilometres either side of the route’s
centreline, resulting in a virtual corridor 3km wide. As long as
the aircraft fly within this 3km corridor, they are considered to
be on-track.

Over 99% of aircraft
keep within the NPRs
NPRs are set and
regulated by the
Government
NPRs for London Stansted departures

The NPRs
London Stansted there are six noise preferential routes – three
at each end of the runway.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) are responsible for the routing of
aircraft once they are airborne and they make sure that aircraft
stay on these routes until they reach a height of 4000ft above
sea level on four of these routes, and 3000ft above sea level on
the other two during the day (this also changes to 4000ft above
sea level during the night period).
Once aircraft have climbed to the correct height, ATC can
instruct the pilots to leave the NPR and fly a more direct
heading towards their destination – this is known as
‘vectoring’.
Additionally, ATC may direct aircraft off the NPR at a lower
height if this is required for safe separation from other aircraft
or for other safety issues such as weather avoidance.
<< Back
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ARRIVALS
Unlike departing aircraft there are no fixed flight paths for
arriving aircraft until they are established on the Instrument
Landing System (ILS), also known as the ‘final approach’.
There are also no fixed noise limits or heights.

The Instrument Landing System (ILS)

When an aircraft is landing, there is less operational
flexibility, as it has to line up with the runway from several
miles away. This is a real contrast with aircraft that are
taking off as they can climb steeply and quickly, whilst also
turning.

It consists of two signals, one giving vertical guidance (the
glideslope) and the other giving horizontal guidance (the
localiser). The glideslope at London Stansted is set at 3°,
which is the angle recommended for safety reasons by
the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) for
commercial aviation. Steeper angles are generally only
accepted if there is a requirement to avoid obstacles.

Arriving aircraft approach UK airspace from several entry
points towards the London Stansted area. Air Traffic Control
(ATC) ensures that aircraft are sequenced for safe separation
by controlling the speed and height of the aircraft prior to
being turned on to the ILS.
When the airport is busy, arriving aircraft may be held by
ATC in a ‘holding stack’ before being instructed to make
their final approach. For further information please see the
Holding Stack factsheet.
For safety reasons, aircraft must take off and land into the
wind. The direction of the wind is assessed at the airport at
ground level and ATC receive reports from air crew.
It is important to note that the wind speed recorded at
ground level at the airport can vary considerably to levels
recorded at a higher altitude or even to that in other local
areas. It is therefore not possible to draw comparisons with
the local wind direction you may experience at your
property or on any local weather reports.

The ILS is a beam which is aligned with the runway
centreline in order to guide aircraft in a straight line
approach to the runway for landing.

Landing is a very complex stage of a flight and it is essential
for safety reasons that the aircraft is stabilised in its
approach some distance from touchdown. This means that
amongst other things the aircraft must be set up for landing,
not turning and have their approach speed stabilised.
ATC have discretion over where they direct aircraft to join
the ILS in the interests of separation and safety to allow
aircraft to be stabilised at an appropriate distance from
touchdown (see Joining Point Rules section). It is for these
reasons that the aircraft must arrive in a straight line down
to the runway. This procedure cannot be avoided. Therefore
any area beneath the ILS can be over flown by arriving
aircraft. Additionally any areas to the sides of the ILS can
also be over flown by aircraft being directed towards the ILS.
Joining Point Rules
There is a point at which aircraft intercept the Instrument
Landing System and this is known as the Joining Point.
This has minimum height and distance requirements
depending on the time of day.
Between 23:30 and 06:00 hours (local time), other than
relevant propeller driven aircraft, no aircraft shall descend
below 3,000ft until it is established on final approach and is
less than 10 nautical miles from touchdown.
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ARRIVALS
Continuous Descent Approach (CDA)

Limiting the use of reverse thrust

A CDA is a technique whereby an aircraft descends on a
smooth continuous glide path, therefore staying higher
above the ground for longer. This reduces the level of
arrival noise heard on the ground and emissions.

When an aircraft lands at London Stansted, in order to slow
the aircraft down, the engines can use reverse thrust. To
minimise disturbance in areas adjacent to the airport,
between 23:30 and 06:00 pilots are requested to avoid
excessive use of reverse thrust after landing, consistent with
the safe operation of the aircraft.

In the past, when ATC directed an aircraft into land, it was
more common for the pilot to lower the aircraft’s height and
then level out for a few miles, before lowering the height
and levelling out again. This way, the aircraft landed as if it
was descending a very steep staircase. The problem with
this method is that it creates unnecessary noise, due to the
increases in engine power needed at some stages of the
descent.
Under a CDA procedure, pilots descend on a continuous,
smooth glide path – like standing on an escalator rather
than walking down the stairs. This reduces the amount of
power going into the engines, as it remains constant, and
therefore reduces noise heard on the ground and emissions
produced.
12000

Continuous Descent Approach
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Over 94% of aircraft
arriving on runway 22
perform a CDA

Financial incentives
A CDA is not a precise art and relies on the accuracy of
track miles provided by ATC to the flight crew, pilot skill,
weather and operational circumstances.

All airports charge airlines to use their facilities. At London
Stansted, we charge noisier aircraft more to land than we
do for quieter aircraft. This acts as an incentive for airlines
to introduce quieter fleets of aircraft into service.

Additionally, different aircraft types perform differently
requiring varying operating practices to be able to slow the
aircraft down and meet speed restrictions. The requirement
for a pilot to fly a CDA is therefore not compulsory, rather it
is to fly a CDA whenever practicable.
In addition to aiding noise reduction, CDAs reduce fuel-burn
thereby cutting emissions and producing an overall
environmental benefit. Currently CDAs are not always on
Runway 04 (landing from the south-west) due to current
airspace restrictions. Over 94% of all aircraft arriving at
London Stansted on Runway 22 (landing from the northeast) use a CDA.
The CDA compliance levels are regularly reported back to
the Stansted Airport Consultative Committee www.stacc.info
as well as to the Flight Operations Committee (FOC), which
includes airline and ATC representatives. London Stansted
also publish CDA performance in our annual Corporate
Social Responsibility report.
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HOLDING STACKS
What is a stack?
A stack is a fixed circling pattern in which aircraft fly whilst
they wait to land.
When airports are busy, there can be a build up of aircraft
waiting to land. The primary use of an aircraft stack is
to delay an arriving aircraft due to aircraft congestion,
sometimes due to poor weather conditions (e.g. snow
clearing) or runway unavailability.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) must ensure there is a safe gap
between each aircraft as they come in to land. To achieve
this, aircraft will sometimes circle around in the stack until
air traffic controllers are able to fit them into the landing
pattern. You may well have experienced this yourself when
flying into a busy airport.

As aircraft flying in circles is an inefficient and costly usage
of time and fuel, measures are taken to try and limit the
amount of holding necessary. Aircraft are required to carry
extra fuel specifically for holding, should this become
necessary.
Any aircraft with an emergency would take priority and
bypass the stack.

We are always working on ways
to reduce airborne holding

Where are the stacks?

Is noise created by aircraft holding in a stack?

Each airport may have a number of stacks and they can be
shared with other regional airports. At London Stansted
there are two holding stacks, they are known as Lorel,
which is located near Royston and Abbot, near Sudbury.

The minimum height of aircraft in the stack is 7,000ft so the
noise from aircraft in the stack should not cause a nuisance
on the ground.

Holding stacks Lorel and Abbot

People living between the stack and the final approach may
hear noise as the aircraft leaves the stack and makes their
way to the final approach to London Stansted.

Lorel

What about when aircraft leave the stack?

As there are no set heights or routes for arriving aircraft,
once they have left the stack, aircraft are directed
individually by ATC to ensure they are safely spaced for
arrival. Therefore, they can legitimately go anywhere they
are directed. ATC do this to ensure high levels of safety and
efficiency.

Abbot

This process means that people living or working anywhere
between the stacks and the final approach to the airport may
be over flown by arriving planes and so may be affected by
aircraft noise.
What is done about noise from arriving aircraft?
Please see the Arrivals factsheet for full details of our
measures to manage noise created by arriving aircraft.
London Stansted
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GO-AROUNDS
A ‘go-around’ is a safe, standard aircraft manoeuvre
which simply discontinues an approach before landing.
Go-arounds ensure passengers and aircraft are not placed
in potentially dangerous situations.
The go-around procedure is adopted when an arriving
aircraft on final approach aborts landing by applying take
off power and climbing away from the airport. It is a set
procedure to be followed by the flight crew in the event of an
aircraft being unable to land.

3 Aircraft turns to reapproach
the runway for landing
1 Go-around decision made
on final approach to runway

The procedure is published so that Air Traffic Control (ATC)
and the pilots can anticipate where the aircraft will fly
following the decision to go around.

On average we have
fewer than one
go-around per day

What are the reasons for a go-around?
There can be various reasons for a go-around. These include:
• On the ground a previously landed aircraft may be slow
to vacate the runway, a departure may be slow to take
off after receiving take off clearance or the runway may
be closed for inspection by Airfield Operations
personnel following a report of debris or other
contamination
• In the air a pilot may report a temporary technical
problem that would prevent landing or the aircraft cabin
may not be prepared ready for landing
• Adverse weather conditions, such as crosswinds
• A decision by Air Traffic Control.
<< Back

2 Aircraft does not land, pilot applies take-off power,
aircraft climbs steeply away from the runway

In the event of a go-around, if another aircraft is involved,
for example, a departure has just taken off, the Air Traffic
Controller must ensure that the two aircraft are safely
separated. This separation is achieved by turning one of
the aircraft.
In most cases the instruction to ‘go around’ is given to the
following aircraft. This is particularly significant when the
aircraft going around is faster than the departure in front,
as safe separation can be rapidly eroded.
It is important to note that whilst there are set procedures
for go-arounds from each runway direction, aircraft can
still be directed elsewhere by ATC in the interests of safety
and for separation from other aircraft.

Is a go-around safe?
A go-around is a perfectly safe procedure. It is well
practised and designed to prevent a dangerous situation
arising. ATC procedures allow Air Traffic Controllers to
confidently predict the path to be followed by an aircraft
with the minimum of further instructions and they will take
into account other air traffic in the vicinity when considering
the instructions to issue.
Whilst London Stansted encourages airlines operating at the
airport to fly to the best possible environmental standards,
safety must always have priority. Go-arounds do not
compromise this, so off-track sanctions against the airlines
are considered inappropriate in these instances.

A go-around may be the reason if you see or hear a
plane close to the airport, where you do not usually see
them.
Next >>
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NOISE MONITORING
Assessing the impact of aircraft noise

Measuring noise
Whilst different people perceive noise in very different ways,
we recognise the need to measure and compare noise in a
consistent, fair and clear way. Measuring noise is
commonly undertaken by measuring sound energy, in
decibels, as an indicator of loudness. The sound energy of
some typical noise sources are:
Electric toothbrush
Dishwasher
Road traffic
Whistling kettle
Blender
Leaf blower

50–60 decibels
55–70 decibels
70–85 decibels
80 decibels
80–90 decibels
110 decibels

Measuring aircraft noise
At London Stansted Airport we have a sophisticated noise
monitoring system that uses eight microphones. These
microphones are located underneath the departure flight
paths used by aircraft, at a distance of approximately 6.5km
from the point on the runway where an aircraft begins its
take-off. We chose this point as it coincides with the
internationally agreed monitoring point at which noise from
an aircraft is measured as it is certified before entering
service. By measuring at this point we can therefore ensure
that noise from an aircraft when

55
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65

it is flying at Stansted Airport is no more than when it was
certified before entering service.
On average, an aircraft at this point in its flight will record
75 decibels, though some aircraft will be in excess of
90 decibels and some below 65 decibels. In general, larger
and older aircraft are noisier whilst smaller and more
modern aircraft are quieter. Many other factors will
influence aircraft noise, particularly weather and wind
direction.
At London Stansted Airport we have a noise penalty scheme
to fine aircraft that exceed maximum noise limits, these
limits are set at 94 decibels, 89 decibels and 87 decibels
for daytime, late evening and night-time periods
respectively. Aircraft exceeding these noise limits must pay a
fine, which is transferred to our Community Trust Fund and
invested in local projects. More information about the Trust
Fund is available on the Community Section of our website:
www.stanstedairport.com/community/
In addition to measuring noise under our flight paths, we
also have mobile noise monitoring equipment, which is
used to measure noise in local communities and to assess
how the impact of aircraft noise changes over time.
The results from our monitoring are published on the
Our Noise Performance section of our website:
www.stanstedairport.com/community/noise/our-noiseperformance/

75

80

Estimating the impact of aircraft noise is complex as there is
a need to consider both the number of aircraft noise events
and the loudness of each, which can vary widely between
different aircraft types. For many years the most common
way to estimate noise impact has been to use noise contours.
An example of a recent noise contour is shown overleaf.
A noise contour is a line of equal noise, so the average
aircraft noise at all points on the line will be the same. The
use of noise contours to describe noise ‘footprints’ has been
very helpful to assess and visualise the extent of noise
impacts and the likelihood that they will lead to community
intrusion.
This does not suggest that everyone will react in the same
way to aircraft noise and the exact values are themselves the
subject of much debate, but in principle, areas within higher
noise contours will experience higher noise levels and the
impact is likely to be greater.
The Government has published noise contours for Stansted
Airport for many years and the results can be seen on the
Our Noise Performance section of our website. In recent
years we have seen noise contour areas remaining largely
the same, despite an increase in aircraft movements, as
airlines introduce more modern and quieter aircraft.

90

110
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Alternative ways of assessing aircraft noise
Noise contours provide a highly visual way to show where noise
impacts are greatest. They are also a good way to show how
aircraft noise changes in the long term. As a result, Stansted
Airport has agreed with Uttlesford District Council a legally
binding agreement to ensure that the area of our 57 decibel
daytime (average noise) contour encompasses an area of 33.9
square km or less.
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Example summer daytime average noise contours 2019

Example ‘Number above’ noise contours summer daytime 2019

Average noise contours only show long term average noise and
as such they do not always closely reflect people’s day to day
experience of aircraft noise. They also give no indication of the
number of aircraft operations that give rise to the average noise.
In response to these limitations, we have worked closely with the
Stansted Airport Consultative Committee (STACC) to develop
additional ways of measuring and reporting aircraft noise, to
improve the information that we make publicly available and to
allow people to better understand the character of aircraft noise
impacts close to the airport.

‘Number above’ noise contours
Since 2016, in addition to publishing average noise contours we
also publish details of the number of aircraft that exceed 70
decibels on an average day, a moderate noise level similar to
day to day road traffic noise. An example of a ‘number above’
contour is included here.

The advantage of a ‘number above’ noise contour is that, for any
location, it simply and clearly shows the number of aircraft that
exceed a noise level of 70 decibels on any typical day. As it is
simpler and clearer to interpret, it can be a useful addition to our
suite of noise reports.
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The publication of ‘number above’ noise contours provides
local communities with better and more targeted information
and as such we believe it is another significant improvement
in how we manage and communicate aircraft noise.

We update all of our noise contours annually. See the Noise
Exposure Contours section at www.stanstedairport.com/
community/noise/our-noise-performance/
For anyone interested to learn more about a specific aircraft
operation, we continue to offer the WebTrak radar replay
service, allowing users to replay the flight profile of any
aircraft operation to or from Stansted Airport. WebTrak is
available at: webtrak.emsbk.com/stn3

If you have any questions about measuring noise or
about any of our environmental programmes please do
not hesitate to get in touch via
stanstednoiseline@stanstedairport.com

W
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Alternatively there is an opportunity to meet the airport
team at one of our regular community outreach meetings.
The current list of dates is available at
www.stanstedairport. com/community/communityoutreach-sessions
Next >>
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NOISE FACTSHEET

HELICOPTERS
Do helicopters use VRPs at night?

Helicopter operations at London Stansted Airport are daily
occurrences and as with fixed wing aircraft operations, they
conform to many operating restrictions, industry codes of
best practice and legislation relating to their safe operation.
How many helicopter operations occur from or to London
Stansted?
In 2019 there were on average four helicopter movements
that arrived or departed from the airport each day. This
does not include Police, ambulance, military or other nonStansted helicopter movements which are permitted to fly
through the Controlled Airspace around the airport.
What times of day can they operate?
London Stansted Airport is a 24-hour operation and as
such, helicopters can operate at any time. During the hours
of 07:00hrs until 23:00hrs and in good visibility, they will
generally arrive and depart from the ‘H’ (a defined takeoff and landing point for helicopters) which is situated
north of the airfield. At all other times and if there is poor
visibility, they will depart from the runway. Occasionally
there may be an operational requirement for a helicopter
to depart from the runway during the daytime in good
visibility, however, this is kept to a minimum.
The government has set restrictions on the numbers and
types of aircraft that can operate throughout the night,
these restrictions also apply to helicopters.
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In 2019 there was
a daily average
of four helicopter
flights at Stansted

As VRPs are ground features that are clearly visible from
the air, they are not necessarily visible in the dark. Many
helicopters are now equipped with satellite navigation
equipment which includes a database of all navigation
features, including VRPs. However, it should be noted that
the majority of private helicopter operations take place
during the daylight hours.
What is the minimum operating height for
a helicopter?

Do helicopters follow the same Noise Preferential Routes (flight
paths) as fixed wing aircraft?
All jet aircraft, and propeller driven aircraft above 5,700kg,
are required to follow designated Noise Preferential Routes
(NPRs). However, helicopters operate differently, using Visual
Reference Points (VRPs) to navigate their routes and do not
follow NPRs.
What are Visual Reference Points (VRPs)?
VRPs are prominent man-made or natural features, such as
main roads, motorways, buildings, lakes and railway
stations which are clearly identifiable from the air. They are
sometimes used to assist helicopter pilots to plan alternative
routes around areas of Controlled Airspace if required.
Visual Flight Rules (VFRs) require aircraft to maintain visual
observations, helicopters may deviate away from the VRPs
for reasons of safety, such as safe separation from other
aircraft and low cloud.

Helicopters operate in accordance with the low flying rules
contained within The Rules of the Air Regulations 2007 –
these state that except with the written permission of the Civil
Aviation Authority, an aircraft flying over a congested area
of a city, town or settlement shall not fly below a height of
1000ft above the highest fixed obstacle within a horizontal
radius of 600 metres of the aircraft.
There are exemptions to the low flying rules when departing
or landing at an aerodrome, they include Police and Air
Ambulance helicopters which have special dispensation
to operate safely at lower levels and may also hover for
extended periods. Military helicopters (and aircraft) are not
governed by these civil regulations.
How high can helicopters fly?
The maximum height that helicopters can operate in
controlled airspace around the airport is 2000ft. There is a
safety requirement for helicopters and other light aircraft to
remain a safe vertical and lateral distance away from other
aircraft at all times.
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HELICOPTERS
Can I request that helicopters do not fly
over my house?

Essex Police helicopter
Complaints can be made by calling: 0300 333 4444

No, there are no restricted or prohibited areas. As
helicopters are flying visually, they cannot be requested to
avoid specific locations, except for those associated with a
major incident in unusual circumstances, such as to avoid
fire.

Hertfordshire Police helicopter
Complaints can be made by calling: 0845 3300 222

How do I make a complaint about
helicopter noise?
Helicopters are permitted to land and take-off from London
Stansted Airport. On average, we would expect around four
helicopter movements each day. In addition to these, there
may be Police, military, medical emergency or aerial
surveying helicopters (e.g. for power line or pipeline
surveys) that need to fly within the airspace in and around
London Stansted airport. Also, on occasions, emergency
and compassionate helicopter flights may need to land at,
and depart from, the airport.
If we receive a noise complaint about any helicopter
movement, we will log the complaint and respond to the
noise complainant accordingly stating whether the flight was
associated with the airport’s operation. We are able to track
the movement including Helicopters and ascertain whether
or not the operation originated from London Stansted, or
elsewhere, and engage operators as appropriate. We have
recently update our Visual Flight Rules maps and procedures
to help minimise the overflight of some local communities,
including Birchanger and Stansted Mountfitchet.

Complaints for helicopter movements can also be directed
to the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) or the Ministry of
Defence (MOD) as follows:
CAA
Aviation Related Environmental Enquiries
Directorate of Airspace Policy K6 G7
CAA House
45-59 Kingsway
London WC2B 6TE
Tel: 020 7453 6524/5
Email: aree@caa.co.uk
Further details on helicopter operations can be found
on the Civil Aviation Authority website:
www.caa.co.uk
MOD
Ministry of Defence Directorate of Air
Staff Complaints and Enquiries Unit
Zone H, 5th Floor
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1A 2HB
Tel: 020 7218 6020
Email: SWK-lowflying@mod.gov.uk
British Helicopter Advisory Board
www.britishhelicopterassociation.org
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NIGHT FLIGHTS
London Stansted Airport has always been a 24-hour, seven
days a week operation. We recognise however, that at night
when there is less background noise, aircraft noise may be
more intrusive. For this reason, there are specific restrictions
and regulations governing night operations.
Who makes the restrictions?
The Department for Transport (DfT) is responsible for setting
the restrictions. London Stansted Airport strictly monitors
compliance with all the restrictions in place. The airport
reports weekly on compliance to both the DfT and our
airlines. We also report regularly to the Stansted Airport
Consultative Committee (STACC) – an independent
consultative group made up of representatives from local
authorities, councillors, businesses, airlines and the DfT.
What are the restrictions?
The night period is defined as 23:00 to 07:00 hours (local).
During this time the following restrictions apply:
• The noise limit reduces in shoulder periods as well
as at night
The noise limit reduces from 94 Lmax (dB) during the
daytime to 89 Lmax (dB) between 06:00 to 07:00
and 23:00 to 23:30. It reduces again to 87 Lmax (dB)
between 23:30 and 06:00.
Lmax is the maximum sound level during a measurement
period or a noise event.
• The noisiest types of aircraft cannot be scheduled
Aircraft rated QC4 or above cannot be scheduled to take
off or land during the night period, 23:30 to 06:00. For
QC8 and QC16 aircraft this requirement is extended to a
complete ban on operations between 23:00 and 07:00.
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• A night quota and movement limit applies
The night flying restrictions consist of a movements limit
and a quota count limit. The restrictions are divided
into summer and winter seasons.
Season
Summer
Winter

Movement limit
8,100
5,600

Quota limit
4,650
3,310

The night period is
defined as 23:00 to
07:00 hours (local)
Are there any exceptions or dispensations?

Aircraft certification
Aircraft are certified by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) according to the levels of noise they
produce. They are classified separately for both take-off
and landing.
Points are allocated to different aircraft types according to
how noisy they are. The noisier the aircraft type, the higher
the points allocated. This provides an incentive for airlines
to use quieter aircraft types.
Certified noise level (EPNdB)

Quota count

More than 101.9

QC/16

99 – 101.9

QC/8

96 – 98.9

QC/4

93 – 95.9

QC/2

90 – 92.9

QC/1

87 – 89.9

QC/0.5

84 – 86.9

QC/0.25

81 – 83.9

QC/0.125

Below 81

QC0

The quietest types of aircraft, QC0, do not add to the
quota limit but are included in the movement limit. The
airport is permitted 10% flexibility between seasons.

There are circumstances in which the UK Government or the
airport can apply an exemption for a night movement not to
count against the seasonal limits. There are circumstances
detailed in the Government’s dispensation guidance and are
used, for example, to prevent hardship to passengers or to
allow an emergency or medical flight.
How is compliance to the restrictions monitored?
Night flights are monitored by the airport daily. We report
regularly to the Stansted Airport Consultative Committee
(STACC). We also provide weekly reports to the DfT and our
airlines detailing the use of the movement limits and the
noise quotas, details of any dispensations or exemptions
granted and reports on any movements by the two noisiest
groups of aircraft during the night period.

